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About This Content

FlatOut 4: Total Insanity Original Sound Track DLC Volume 1

Download the Original Sound Track Today!
Own all three Volumes of the FlatOut: 4 Total Insanity Sound Track.

Featuring an international rocking line up of multi-genre and diverse indie rock.
Groups are from USA, UK, Canada, Brazil, and Australia.

The Three Volumes Features Music and Genres From The Following Artists.

Heavy Metal: Mad Parish
Fusion Metal: 12 Foot Ninja

Rock and Roll: Twin Atlantic, Them Evils, Trivoltz, Ray Gun Cowboys, Bad Things, Them Evils, Spider Kitten, Buzz Deluxe
Hard Rock: Beartooth

Punk: The Menstruators
Psycho-Billy: The Gutter Demons, The Creep Show, Matchless

SKA: Planet Smashers
Alternative Pop: Five Knives

Volume 1 of 3 includes

1. The Rite Of Belonging - Mad Parish
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2. Put Your Love On Me - Them Evils
3. The Better Part Of Clarity - Spider Kitten

4. No Sleep - Twin Atlantic
5. I Own Me - Bad Things
6. Mr. Policeman - Trivoltz

7. Hated - Beartooth
8. See You In Hell - The Creepshow

9. Princess Hollywood - The Menstruators
10. Hellride - Gutter Demons

11. Voodoo - Matchless
12. Mad Parish - Mad Parish

Offer includes cool band art and FlatOut 4: Total Insanity artwork.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 64bit

Processor: Intel® Core i3 / AMD Phenom™ II X2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 650 / AMD Radeon™ HD 7750

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Soundcard
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If you want an enjoyable experience with a bit Dungeon game, play 2. This one has basically no information on itself and it's
just objectively annoying to play in. Had a lot more fun with the 2nd game than this one.. So this is a pretty simple game - but
it's a really great, fun use of room scale! After getting the vive and specifically carving out a large area for playing VR games,
I'm generally really disappointed at how few things really use the room scale well, and Unseen Diplomacy uses it better than
anything I've tried (especially with wireless). If you've got a decent size to play in, you have to throw these guys a few bucks for
this game!. Challenging and solid but worth the effort?
Reign: Conflict of Nations - A game of " what ifs?"
Its there to offer gamers interested in historical eastern Europe a Strategy game -unlike fantasy worlds this is a harsh climate,
the struggle is almost constant but not the fault of its game mechanics. It is missing minor production values and nuances of
older games than itself but overcomes this through its choice of nations and almost endearing ruleset.

I do have to admit that the GUI and Stain Glass\/Manuscript art is genuine and of quality. The game knows what it is implying
and does so directly without notice of any shortcomings. To relive the Renaissance and Reformation era as Monarch\/Head of
State of an Eastern European Principality with very accurate names and maps is done adequetely.
 Its where the game ends is the drop off. At 1650 the game ends with one popup window describing my loss due to not being as
formidable as other leaders, a pity since I was established at top ranking of every nation on the statistics window in game of
every category, OK I wasn't maxed out at Diplomatic relations, that is because I had taken over half the map and ran out of
people to truance with. In my mind...I won.

First the dissapointment of doing all this hard work with nothing to show, not even a summary throughout the years. I had
lasting family dynasties, many brutal conflicts, trustful allies, great enemies, miserable generations, fascinating trades. Not even
a list of every leader I had, at least, in a time frame would have let me remember fondly my hours into it.
The game also misses some points when - someone dies of say,old age. They sure tell you someone has passed away, but who it
was and what their duties were in your vast empire, are up to you to remember where you positioned them, needing to check if
there is a deficiency in your nation and replace him. The names sound alike over the years and portaits are reused. Confusing.
 Great Music sticks with you throughout the day, and classical guitar. Only a handful of songs play throughout complementing
the state of your province, they are good\/great - I claim great.

The game is simply simple that meanders into deep engaging and addictive gameplay. I am a fan. High difficulty in that most
everything has a cause and effect. Want to boost farming? well be ready to lose out on gold and research for around 6 seasons.
Want to buff Research for some seasons, well every other nation gets some too. Things conflict. This is where I now see my
misfortunes in my personal game. Poland, historically suffered tragedy in the timeline when this game nears its end. I should
have devoted more time at the start of my campaign in the spread of my empire as there was impossible odds against my nation
from constant robbers, and instant takeovers by rebel nations and dark times on the regular after roughly the late 1500s. That is
the type of attention to detail that I respect from this thought provoking experience. What if this game had a higher budget? I
am leaning towards the developers putting out precisely the game they had envisioned.

Pros:
Music
Graphics\/Map
Simple battle control
Historical accuracy
Different troops per region
Highly replayable - each country should have it's own agenda
Nice damage system, regain health at city - red,orange,yellow,green - combine units
High maintenance
Art direction - Manuscript painting
Get lost in the cultural significance overshadows some mechanics are half baked

Cons:
Charachter models are simple
Sometimes hard to click on model because it is behind something.
Too simple battles
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High maintenance
Defineltely needs a journal because mission tab does not have any other messages to keep track of other countries at war etc.
Nuances that needed to be implemented,which have detracted from its own originality. See the diplomat screen's lack of info
Regiments do not regen health in villages

I guess I could say most of the faults could be a primitive aspect such as the time period of the game itself. But thats not the type
of 4th dimensional gaming I prefer. But I kind of believe that a power hungry monarch really had no reason to keep tabs on
diplomatic relations all the way across the map. In a way this is similar to old style CRPGs, and drawing your own dungeon
maps on graph paper. If you really want to recall information, it is given to you, but only for a brief moment so take notes..
Bought this came because I needed to make a purchase in order to get me some of those sweet cs:go skins. And let me tell you, I
was not dissapointed. This is the cheapest game on steam at the moment, yet it's still fun, I dont know why. I'd recommend for
kids, or casual gamers.

The sounds are awesome. Controls are a bit icky, but you get used to them. Gamemodes are fun. AND AWESOME PRICE..
Love the single player aspects of the game, love the modded community and the missions\/mission packs they create. No
negative opinions on the game I just wish the modded community was as big as MOWAS2's. I understand buying a DLC for
new missions but I just don't wish to see it be repeated. Defense missions would be nice.. Mix of turn based sim and real time
strategy and management. Nice done.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=8TcMBsPyM-c. Great community behind it, tons of mods and add-on content. I spent
more time making things for the game than I did actually playing it. Get it for the mods.. This game is amazing.
Yes the gameplay might not be the best but its hillarious and i defently recomend playing it
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Dosen't work.... Well-worth the 3 dollar price tag. Simple, but more challenging than you'd think.. EZ MI A FASZOM?. I know
much better hidden object game. This one is very unintuitive with puzzles not correspond to setting.. It's the Hangover 2 of
Precipice of Darkness. I have played this game a little and I must say I enjoy it. It has a nice feeling and I like the camera
transitions. I think it would be more fun with a controller (yes, it does offer gamepad support) but unfortunatelly I don't own
one.

I'm not sure if it's just on my PC but I don't like the fact that the console is always running in the background and if you try to
close it the game crashes.

Overall an enjoyable game for the price paid (got it at a discount).. this mod's got everything from rolls royce to clhorine gas.
wait... i didn't mean open up the..... clhoriiiiine.. . gassss.... *DeD*
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